LITERARY COLLECTIONS & ANTHOLOGIES
- CALL NUMBERS FOR BROWSING -

SHORT STORY COLLECTIONS

Note: English language anthologies are classified under PR (English literature) or PS (American literature) but some contain works from both.

- PN 6120 .95 Short stories from world literature
- PR 1309 English short stories
- PS 647 - 648 American short stories
- PS 508 American literature collections (by authors' characteristics; may contain short stories along with other types of literature). For example:
  - PS 508.D43 - Deaf authors
  - .I5 - Native American authors
  - .J4 - Jewish authors
  - .N3 - African American authors
  - .W7 - Women authors

POETRY COLLECTIONS

Note: English language poetry anthologies are classified under PR (English literature) or PS (American literature) but some contain poems from both.

- PN 6101 Collections of world poetry
- PN 6110 Collections of world poetry by subject
- Examples: PN 6110 .C4 - Children's poetry
  - .E6 - Epic poetry
  - .L6 - Love poetry
  - .W4 - Wedding poetry
- PR 1174-1175 English poetry collections (general)
- PR 1215 18th century English poetry
- PR 1223-1224 19th century English poetry
- PR 1225 20th century English poetry
- PR 8851 Irish poetry
- PS 583 - 586 American poetry collections (general)
- PS 591 .N4 African-American poetry
- PS 611 19th century American poetry
- PS 613 - 615 20th & 21st century American poetry

Poetry - Translations from other languages

- PG 3237 Russian poetry
- PJ 5059 .E3 Hebrew poetry
- PL 2658 .E3 Chinese poetry
- PL 782 .E3 Japanese poetry
- PL 8013 .E5 African poetry

MONOLOGUE COLLECTIONS

- PN 2061 .P59 The Monologue Workshop
- PN 2071 .A92 A guide to auditioning
- PN 2080 Classic and modern monologue collections
- PR 3091 .S45 Shakespeare monologues
- PS 627 .C65 Short comedy monologues
- PZ 7 .S282 Voices from a Medieval Village
### DRAMA COLLECTIONS

- **PA 3626**  
  Greek drama (classical) collections
- **PN 6111 - 6112**  
  Collections of world drama
- **PN 6120 .A4**  
  World drama - one act plays
- **PR 1245**  
  English drama collections
- **PR 1260**  
  English drama to 1500
- **PR 1263 - 1266**  
  17th century English drama (Elizabethan and Restoration)
- **PR 2753 - 2839**  
  Shakespeare’s plays
- **PR 1269**  
  18th century English drama
- **PR 1272**  
  20th century English drama
- **PR 8867 - 8868**  
  Irish drama
- **PS 623; PR 625**  
  American drama collections
- **PS 628**  
  Collections of American drama (by authors’ characteristics)
  - **PS 628 .A85**  
    Asian-American playwrights
  - **.H57**  
    Hispanic-American playwrights
  - **.N4**  
    African-American playwrights
  - **.W4**  
    Women playwrights
- **PS 634**  
  20th century American drama

### ESSAYS

- **PN 6141**  
  Collections of world essays
- **PR 1363-1367**  
  English essay collections
- **PS 682; PS 688**  
  American essay collections

### CHILDREN’S LITERATURE

- **PZ**  
  Children’s Fiction

### SEARCH WITHIN COLLECTIONS

To find books in a specific collection, such as the Audiobooks or Reserves, click on the **Advanced Search** tab and select the drop down box next to “More Collections.”